HANSON'S GARDEN VILLAGE HOSTA LIST FOR 2019
HOSTA (BY SIZE)
MINI HOSTAS
Appletini
Mini Skirt
SMALL HOSTAS
Blue Mouse Ears
Cherry Berry
Curly Fries
June
Lakeside Paisley Print - NEW!
Mighty Mouse
Munchkin Fire
Rainbow's End
Raspberry Sundae
MEDIUM HOSTAS
Autumn Frost - NEW!
Ben Vernooy
Blue Ivory
Dancing Queen - NEW!
El Nino
Electrocution
Fire and Ice
Fire Island
First Frost
Halcyon - NEW!
Night Before Christmas
Praying Hands
Remember Me
Stirfry
Volcano Island
Waterslide - NEW!
Whirlwind
Wide Brim
MEDIUM-LARGE HOSTAS
Abiqua Drinking Gourd
August Moon
Orange Marmalade
Patriot
Venetian Star
LARGE HOSTAS
Brother Stefan
Earth Angel
Forbidden Fruit
Fried Bananas
Guacamole
Montana Aureomarginata
Paul’s Glory

MOUND SIZE

DESCRIPTION

MINI
MINI

Bright yellow leaves change to chartreuse by late summer
Very wavy, thick, blue-green leaves with creamy yellow margins, pale lavender flowers

SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL

2008 HOY, small, cupped, blue-green foliage in a low, tight mound with very attractive purple flowers
Long pointed lance shaped leaves with dark green margins and cream white centers and beautiful red scapes
2016 HOY, widely acclaimed for its narrow, rippled gold foliage
2001 HOY, gold-centered leaves with blue-green margins; one of the greatest hostas ever introduced
2019 HOY, stunning hosta, thick substance, very wide, wavy green margins with narrow, creamy white center markings, light lavender flowers
Mouse ear shapped leaves emerge blue-green with a bright creamy yellow edge, lavender flowers
Short and narrow leaves hold their bright yellow color all season long, vigorous grower, lavender flowers
Glossy dark green foliage, golden center, lilac flowers on red stems
Unusual raspberry-red stems, stalks and buds are red as well, irregular green edged leaves with cream centers, deep lavender flowers

MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM

2019 PW HOY, leaves emerge frosty blue with a bright yellow margin that lightens to creamy white during the summer, light lavender flowers
Thick foliage, intense blue leaves with wide creamy white edges, light lavender flowers
Wide, creamy white margins and a blue center, lavender flowers
2020 HOY, Exceptionally unique large, yellow hosta, bright yellow all season, leaves have a prominent pie crust edge, pale lavender flowers
Chalky blue with pure white edge, thick substance, forms perfect mound, lavender-blue flowers
Tightly rippled, twisted, long and narrow leaves are green with yellow margins, lavender flowers
Heart-shaped white leaves with wide dark green edge, reverse of 'Patriot', lavender flowers
Spectacular gold foliage with red petioles, speckles of red into the base of the leaves, lavender flowers, slug resistant
Intense blue-green leaf color, gold margin changing to white, leaves hold until first frost, light lavender flowers
A popular mid-sized, blue hosta, leaves are frosty blue-green and pointed, thick leaves for slug resistance, pale blue-violet flowers

Huge, dark green leaves with striking cream to white centers, rapid grower, dense mounds, pale lavender flowers
2011 HOY, popular, unusual cultivar with extremely cupped, very wavy, white-margined foliage, upright mound habit
Yellow leaves with dark blue-green margins, brightens to cream in summer, lavender flowers, portion of proceeds go to Susan G. Komen
Clear shiny green leaves with wavy margins and rippled edges, lavender-blue flowers
Upward facing yellow-green leaves with wide irregular green margins, red stems and purple flowers
Wavy, ruffled leaves with heavy substance, blue rippled leaves, lavender flowers
Upright pointed leaves are twisted and folded, creamy yellow centers with very dark green margins, lavender flowers
Nicely mounded leaves are dark green with wide buttery yellow margins, pale lavender flowers

MEDIUM-LARGE
MEDIUM-LARGE
MEDIUM-LARGE
MEDIUM-LARGE
MEDIUM-LARGE

2014 HOY, beautiful deeply cupped, blue-green foliage, open mound habit
Round corrugated golden leaves, near white flowers
Wide blue-green margined leaves, center is bright gold as it emerges from soil, becoming lighter during the season
1997 HOY, white margins on dark green leaves, very popular landscape plant
Offers heavily rippled margins, deep blue foliage color, and an arching mound habit

LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE

2017 HOY, forms a large clump of thick, heavily corrugated, puckered leaves, chartreuse leaves with a blue margin, white flowers
2009 HOY, blue-green leaves in the center with a 1 ½” wide, yellow margin, thick substance
Thick leaves with glowing golden yellow centers and blue-green borders, lavender flowers
Shiny chartreuse yellow foliage, fragrant white flowers, fast growing
2002 HOY, proven to be an outstanding landscape plant and fast- grower, gold centered, green margined leaves
Huge, dark green leaves with wide, gold margins, pale lavender flowers, recommended by local Hosta enthusiast
1999 HOY, vivid foliage colors of dark green margins on chartreuse leaves, good substance, and attractive mound habit

GIANT HOSTAS
Blue Angel
Empress Wu
Humpback Whale
Jurassic Park
Krossa Regal
Sum & Substance
Victory
Wu-La-La - NEW!

GIANT
GIANT
GIANT
GIANT
GIANT
GIANT
GIANT
GIANT

Heart-shaped blue-green leaves, heavily textured, dense white flowers
One of the largest hostas on the market, reaches 4.5' feet at maturity
Mounds up to 7' wide, heart-shaped, corrugated, blue-green leaves, impressive by sheer size
Enormous green leaves, heavy substance and puckering, lavender flowers
Considered a classic among hostas, very large gray-green hosta forms a vase-shaped mound, good slug resistance
2004 HOY, massive mound of slug-resistant, golden foliage, heavily fertilized and watered plants can reach immense proportions
2015 HOY, vigorous, huge mound of attractively white margined foliage
Empress Wu sport with attractive blue-green leaves with apple-green margins, takes 5 years for mature size, violet flowers

HANSON'S GARDEN VILLAGE HOSTA LIST FOR 2019
HOSTAS (A-Z)
Abiqua Drinking Gourd
Appletini
August Moon
Autumn Frost - NEW!
Ben Vernooy
Blue Angel
Blue Ivory
Blue Mouse Ears
Brother Stefan
Cherry Berry
Curly Fries
Dancing Queen - NEW!
Earth Angel
El Nino
Electrocution
Empress Wu
Fire and Ice
Fire Island
First Frost
Forbidden Fruit
Fried Bananas
Guacamole
Halcyon - NEW!
Humpback Whale
June
Jurassic Park
Krossa Regal
Lakeside Paisley Print - NEW!
Mighty Mouse
Mini Skirt
Montana Aureomarginata
Munchkin Fire
Night Before Christmas
Orange Marmalade
Patriot
Paul’s Glory
Praying Hands
Rainbow's End
Raspberry Sundae
Remember Me
Stirfry
Sum & Substance
Venetian Star
Victory
Volcano Island
Waterslide - NEW!
Whirlwind
Wide Brim
Wu-La-La - NEW!

MOUND SIZE
MEDIUM-LARGE
MINI
MEDIUM-LARGE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
GIANT
MEDIUM
SMALL
LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
GIANT
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
MEDIUM
GIANT
SMALL
GIANT
GIANT
SMALL
SMALL
MINI
LARGE
SMALL
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LARGE
MEDIUM-LARGE
LARGE
MEDIUM
SMALL
SMALL
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
GIANT
MEDIUM-LARGE
GIANT
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
GIANT

DESCRIPTION
2014 HOY, beautiful deeply cupped, blue-green foliage, open mound habit
Bright yellow leaves change to chartreuse by late summer
Round corrugated golden leaves, near white flowers
2019 PW HOY, leaves emerge frosty blue with a bright yellow margin that lightens to creamy white during the summer, light lavender flowers
Thick foliage, intense blue leaves with wide creamy white edges, light lavender flowers
Heart-shaped blue-green leaves, heavily textured, dense white flowers
Wide, creamy white margins and a blue center, lavender flowers
2008 HOY, small, cupped, blue-green foliage in a low, tight mound with very attractive purple flowers
2017 HOY, forms a large clump of thick, heavily corrugated, puckered leaves, chartreuse leaves with a blue margin, white flowers
Long pointed lance shaped leaves with dark green margins and cream white centers and beautiful red scapes
2016 HOY, widely acclaimed for its narrow, rippled gold foliage
2020 HOY, Exceptionally unique large, yellow hosta, bright yellow all season, leaves have a prominent pie crust edge, pale lavender flowers
2009 HOY, blue-green leaves in the center with a 1 ½” wide, yellow margin, thick substance
Chalky blue with pure white edge, thick substance, forms perfect mound, lavender-blue flowers
Tightly rippled, twisted, long and narrow leaves are green with yellow margins, lavender flowers
One of the largest hostas on the market, reaches 4.5' feet at maturity
Heart-shaped white leaves with wide dark green edge, reverse of 'Patriot', lavender flowers
Spectacular gold foliage with red petioles, speckles of red into the base of the leaves, lavender flowers, slug resistant
Intense blue-green leaf color, gold margin changing to white, leaves hold until first frost, light lavender flowers
Thick leaves with glowing golden yellow centers and blue-green borders, lavender flowers
Shiny chartreuse yellow foliage, fragrant white flowers, fast growing
2002 HOY, proven to be an outstanding landscape plant and fast- grower, gold centered, green margined leaves
A popular mid-sized, blue hosta, leaves are frosty blue-green and pointed, thick leaves for slug resistance, pale blue-violet flowers

Mounds up to 7' wide, heart-shaped, corrugated, blue-green leaves, impressive by sheer size
2001 HOY, gold-centered leaves with blue-green margins; one of the greatest hostas ever introduced
Enormous green leaves, heavy substance and puckering, lavender flowers
Considered a classic among hostas, very large gray-green hosta forms a vase-shaped mound, good slug resistance
2019 HOY, stunning hosta, thick substance, very wide, wavy green margins with narrow, creamy white center markings, light lavender flowers
Mouse ear shapped leaves emerge blue-green with a bright creamy yellow edge, lavender flowers
Very wavy, thick, blue-green leaves with creamy yellow margins, pale lavender flowers
Huge, dark green leaves with wide, gold margins, pale lavender flowers, recommended by local Hosta enthusiast
Short and narrow leaves hold their bright yellow color all season long, vigorous grower, lavender flowers
Huge, dark green leaves with striking cream to white centers, rapid grower, dense mounds, pale lavender flowers
Wide blue-green margined leaves, center is bright gold as it emerges from soil, becoming lighter during the season
1997 HOY, white margins on dark green leaves, very popular landscape plant
1999 HOY, vivid foliage colors of dark green margins on chartreuse leaves, good substance, and attractive mound habit
2011 HOY, popular, unusual cultivar with extremely cupped, very wavy, white-margined foliage, upright mound habit
Glossy dark green foliage, golden center, lilac flowers on red stems
Unusual raspberry-red stems, stalks and buds are red as well, irregular green edged leaves with cream centers, deep lavender flowers
Yellow leaves with dark blue-green margins, brightens to cream in summer, lavender flowers, portion of proceeds go to Susan G. Komen
Clear shiny green leaves with wavy margins and rippled edges, lavender-blue flowers
2004 HOY, massive mound of slug-resistant, golden foliage, heavily fertilized and watered plants can reach immense proportions
Offers heavily rippled margins, deep blue foliage color, and an arching mound habit
2015 HOY, vigorous, huge mound of attractively white margined foliage
Upward facing yellow-green leaves with wide irregular green margins, red stems and purple flowers
Wavy, ruffled leaves with heavy substance, blue rippled leaves, lavender flowers
Upright pointed leaves are twisted and folded, creamy yellow centers with very dark green margins, lavender flowers
Nicely mounded leaves are dark green with wide buttery yellow margins, pale lavender flowers
Empress Wu sport with attractive blue-green leaves with apple-green margins, takes 5 years for mature size, violet flowers

HANSON'S GARDEN VILLAGE HOSTA LIST FOR 2019
HOSTAS (BY COLOR)

MOUND SIZE

DESCRIPTION
BLUE-LEAFED TYPES

Abiqua Drinking Gourd
Blue Angel
Blue Mouse Ears
Halcyon - NEW!
Humpback Whale
Waterslide - NEW!
Wu-La-La - NEW!
Venetian Star

MEDIUM-LARGE
GIANT
SMALL
MEDIUM
GIANT
MEDIUM
GIANT
MEDIUM-LARGE

2014 HOY, beautiful deeply cupped, blue-green foliage, open mound habit
Heart-shaped blue-green leaves, heavily textured, dense white flowers
2008 HOY, small, cupped, blue-green foliage in a low, tight mound with very attractive purple flowers

Autumn Frost - NEW!
Ben Vernooy
Blue Ivory
Earth Angel
El Nino
Mini Skirt

MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
MEDIUM
MINI

2019 PW HOY, leaves emerge frosty blue with a bright yellow margin that lightens to creamy white during the summer, light lavender flowers
Thick foliage, intense blue leaves with wide creamy white edges, light lavender flowers
Wide, creamy white margins and a blue center, lavender flowers
2009 HOY, blue-green leaves in the center with a 1 ½” wide, yellow margin, thick substance
Chalky blue with pure white edge, thick substance, forms perfect mound, lavender-blue flowers
Very wavy, thick, blue-green leaves with creamy yellow margins, pale lavender flowers

Brother Stefan
June

LARGE
SMALL

2017 HOY, forms a large clump of thick, heavily corrugated, puckered leaves, chartreuse leaves with a blue margin, white flowers
2001 HOY, gold-centered leaves with blue-green margins; one of the greatest hostas ever introduced

Appletini
August Moon
Curly Fries
Dancing Queen - NEW!
Fire Island
Fried Bananas
Munchkin Fire
Sum & Substance

MINI
MEDIUM-LARGE
SMALL
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
SMALL
GIANT

Bright yellow leaves change to chartreuse by late summer
Round corrugated golden leaves, near white flowers
2016 HOY, widely acclaimed for its narrow, rippled gold foliage
2020 HOY, Exceptionally unique large, yellow hosta, bright yellow all season, leaves have a prominent pie crust edge, pale lavender flowers
Spectacular gold foliage with red petioles, speckles of red into the base of the leaves, lavender flowers, slug resistant
Shiny chartreuse yellow foliage, fragrant white flowers, fast growing
Short and narrow leaves hold their bright yellow color all season long, vigorous grower, lavender flowers
2004 HOY, massive mound of slug-resistant, golden foliage, heavily fertilized and watered plants can reach immense proportions

Forbidden Fruit
Orange Marmalade
Paul’s Glory
Remember Me
Volcano Island

LARGE
MEDIUM-LARGE
LARGE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM

Thick leaves with glowing golden yellow centers and blue-green borders, lavender flowers
Wide blue-green margined leaves, center is bright gold as it emerges from soil, becoming lighter during the season
1999 HOY, vivid foliage colors of dark green margins on chartreuse leaves, good substance, and attractive mound habit
Yellow leaves with dark blue-green margins, brightens to cream in summer, lavender flowers, portion of proceeds go to Susan G. Komen
Upward facing yellow-green leaves with wide irregular green margins, red stems and purple flowers

Empress Wu
Guacamole
Jurassic Park
Krossa Regal
Stirfry

GIANT
LARGE
GIANT
GIANT
MEDIUM

One of the largest hostas on the market, reaches 4.5' feet at maturity
2002 HOY, proven to be an outstanding landscape plant and fast- grower, gold centered, green margined leaves
Enormous green leaves, heavy substance and puckering, lavender flowers
Considered a classic among hostas, very large gray-green hosta forms a vase-shaped mound, good slug resistance
Clear shiny green leaves with wavy margins and rippled edges, lavender-blue flowers

A popular mid-sized, blue hosta, leaves are frosty blue-green and pointed, thick leaves for slug resistance, pale blue-violet flowers

Mounds up to 7' wide, heart-shaped, corrugated, blue-green leaves, impressive by sheer size
Wavy, ruffled leaves with heavy substance, blue rippled leaves, lavender flowers
Empress Wu sport with attractive blue-green leaves with apple-green margins, takes 5 years for mature size, violet flowers
Offers heavily rippled margins, deep blue foliage color, and an arching mound habit

BLUE-LEAFED WITH LIGHT-EDGED VARIEGATION TYPES

BLUE-LEAFED WITH LIGHT-CENTERED VARIEGATION TYPES
GOLD-LEAFED TYPES

GOLD-LEAFED WITH DARK-EDGED VARIEGATION TYPES

GREEN-LEAFED TYPES

GREEN-LEAFED WITH LIGHT-EDGED VARIEGATED TYPES
Electrocution
First Frost
Mighty Mouse
Montana Aureomarginata
Patriot
Praying Hands
Victory
Wide Brim

MEDIUM
MEDIUM
SMALL
LARGE
MEDIUM-LARGE
MEDIUM
GIANT
MEDIUM

Tightly rippled, twisted, long and narrow leaves are green with yellow margins, lavender flowers
Intense blue-green leaf color, gold margin changing to white, leaves hold until first frost, light lavender flowers
Mouse ear shapped leaves emerge blue-green with a bright creamy yellow edge, lavender flowers
Huge, dark green leaves with wide, gold margins, pale lavender flowers, recommended by local Hosta enthusiast
1997 HOY, white margins on dark green leaves, very popular landscape plant
2011 HOY, popular, unusual cultivar with extremely cupped, very wavy, white-margined foliage, upright mound habit
2015 HOY, vigorous, huge mound of attractively white margined foliage
Nicely mounded leaves are dark green with wide buttery yellow margins, pale lavender flowers

Cherry Berry
Fire and Ice
Lakeside Paisley Print - NEW!
Night Before Christmas
Rainbow's End
Raspberry Sundae
Whirlwind

SMALL
MEDIUM
SMALL
MEDIUM
SMALL
SMALL
MEDIUM

Long pointed lance shaped leaves with dark green margins and cream white centers and beautiful red scapes
Heart-shaped white leaves with wide dark green edge, reverse of 'Patriot', lavender flowers
2019 HOY, stunning hosta, thick substance, very wide, wavy green margins with narrow, creamy white center markings, light lavender flowers
Huge, dark green leaves with striking cream to white centers, rapid grower, dense mounds, pale lavender flowers
Glossy dark green foliage, golden center, lilac flowers on red stems
Unusual raspberry-red stems, stalks and buds are red as well, irregular green edged leaves with cream centers, deep lavender flowers
Upright pointed leaves are twisted and folded, creamy yellow centers with very dark green margins, lavender flowers

GREEN-LEAFED WITH LIGHT-CENTERED VARIEGATED TYPES

